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Hairstyle Guide Magazine
Offers step-by-step explanations of how to create wedding-appropriate hairstyles for
brides, bridesmaids, and flower girls.
From renowned film, TV, and fashion makeup artist Louise Young-along with leading
film industry hairstylist Loulia Sheppard, Timeless is the definitive step-by-step guide to
the most iconic looks of a century. Timeless is a beauty bible for the golden ages of
style. Step-by-step photography and clear, concise instructions help you to recreate the
most memorable makeup and hair looks of the past 100 years, including: The silentscreen "vamp" Jazz-Age bob and smoldering eyes 1930s Hollywood glamour World
War II-era red lips and victory rolls The 1950s bombshell Swinging '60s London Look
Disco-fever beauty The colorful, eclectic '80s Grunge-era chic Throughout, Timeless
provides inspiration and instruction on how to recreate the looks of beauty icons like
Louise Brooks, Clara Bow, Ginger Rogers, Myrna Loy, Betty Grable, Rita Hayworth,
Ava Gardner, Lauren Bacall, Gene Tierney, Grace Kelly, Lucille Ball, Elizabeth Taylor,
Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn, Jean Shrimpton, Sophia Loren, Farrah Fawcett, Julia
Roberts, Brooke Shields, Kate Moss, Drew Barrymore, and many more. Accurate,
practical, and beautiful, this is the ultimate guide to the most classic looks of all time-a
must-have for makeup artists, hairstylists, classic film fans, and anyone interested in
incorporating vintage style into the modern day.
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Expanded and back in print, this popular resource to recreating authentic period
hairstyles covers everything from short hairdos popular in the early 1940s to the cut-tofit look made popular by Christian Dior in the late 1940s. Hundreds of vintage
illustrations, photographs, and diagrams accompany detailed instructions and
techniques for replicating the styles of the decade. Fun facts and trivia related to the
hairstyles of the time are included, as is a look at wartime hair and regulations brought
about by the government. Comprehensive lists of the beauty tools needed to create
these hairdos, where to purchase the various hard-to-find items discussed, and
hairstyles based on hair length and type are all included for those interested in revisiting
the period beauty of the 1940s.
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO GORGEOUSLY BRAIDED HAIR, FROM ELEGANT
WEDDING STYLES TO FUN WEEKEND 'DOS Whether you’re running errands, going
out on the town or walking down the aisle, the fashionable braids in this book will give
you the perfect look for every occasion. Just follow the simple instructions and step-bystep photos to quickly master gorgeous new looks, including: • Fabulous Fishtails •
Elegant Updos • Beautiful Buns • Classy Crowns • Knockout Knots • Head-Turning
’Tails
Do you want to... get married in high style but at low cost? Design the wedding of your
dreams without depleting your nest egg? Enjoy your most special day without paying
for it for the rest of your life? For the first time, the experts at Bridal GuideR, America's
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leading bridal magazine, have gathered all of their favorite cost-containing tips and
stress-reducing strategies into one handy volume. This comprehensive, practical
wedding planner offers hundreds of insider tips for cutting back on wedding costs
without cutting back on style, including how to: * Find exquisite invitations,
centerpieces, and favors at discount prices * Save substantially on designer gowns and
accessories * Discover seasonal bargains on honeymoon travel * Enjoy magnificent
music at minimal fees * Cut down on catering expenses in savvy, subtle ways * Ensure
high-quality photography at reasonable prices. From etiquette to officiants,
transportation to tipping, and registry to rehearsal dinners, Bridal Guide's Diane Forden
spells it all out for you. Charts, checklists, and calendars keep you on track and simplify
each stage of the planning process. Don't Scrimp! Prioritize Your Way to a Beautiful
Wedding on a Realistic Budget! Whether you have a year or only a few months, ample
resources or cash-flow concerns, this all-in-one planner will help you organize the Big
Day from day one.
Pull out insert from HAIR'S HOW 1000 Hairstyles / Volume 6. - 7 step-by-step cuts. - 7
step-by-step cuts & colors. - 7 step-by-step updos. 3 languages: English, Spanish &
French.
In her first book in more than 30 years, supermodel Christie Brinkley shares the secrets
she's learned on what to eat, how to apply makeup like a pro, and what to wear to look
like a knock out. She has the face and body of a 30-year-old and she just turned 60!
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From tips on which skincare products really make our skin look younger to which foods
cut inflammation to a fitness plan with easy exercises to keep us strong and our
waistlines lean, Brinkley draws on her years of experience maintaining her supermodel
appearance to help readers look and feel their youthful best. She also offers makeup
tips that will make any face look younger, fashion advice on necklines, skirt lengths,
and more! With never-before-read personal stories, beautiful photographs, hundreds of
timesaving tips, plus a good dose of humor, this will be the book that every woman will
want to own and share with her friends.
Delfau provides well-researched straightforward advice and guidance on insurance,
taxes, and investments direct from the tax and financial professionals.

Presents a comprehensive guide to maintaining and styling hair for girls,
including guidelines for identifying hair type, instructions on hair maintenance and
products, and tips for hair styles and cuts.
Buh-bye, bad hair days! This complete guide to care, cuts and cute styles makes
it easy to have amazing hair each and every day of the week. With tons of
tutorials for pretty ponies, bold braids and easy updos, you’ll go from school to
sports to sleepovers with your loveliest-ever locks. Plus, get the answers to your
trickiest tress troubles: How do you fix frizz once and for all? What’s the best
way to get tousled curls or an awesome blowout? What are the secrets to
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growing out your hair…fast? All these answers (and more) inside this girly guide
filled with tried 'n’ true tips and techniques. So no matter what your strand-styling
skill level is now, you’ll soon be the girl who’s showing her friends how to
finesse a fishtail or do a double Dutch braid. And what’s more beautiful than
that?
Want to cut hair but think you don’t have the talent? If you’ve ever dreamed of
becoming a painter, a sculptor, or a home decorator, you can cut hair. If you love
sewing, drawing, or craft projects, you can cut hair. This book is designed to help
you discover your inner artist, easily enhancing your loved one’s hairstyles while
trimming big bucks off your family budget. Haircutting For Dummies is for people
who want to cut their family and friends' hair, as well as those who are entering
the field of cosmetology. Cutting hair at home will allow you to save money, be
creative, and do something nice for your loved ones. If you’re looking to become
a licensed stylist, this book will show you how to do simple trims and styles while
giving your own creativity room to roam. You’ll see how to: Prepare men’s and
women’s hair for cutting Create short, mid-length, and long styles Choose and
care for your cutting tools Apply advanced haircutting techniques Seek a career
in cutting hair In this easy-to-follow guide, you’ll find step-by-step instructions for
the latest short, medium, and long hairstyles as well as more involved techniques
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such as notching and texturing. You get plenty of expert advice in using your
tools, following lengths and angles, and creating show-stopping styles, as well as
proven guidance in how to: Cut and style straight, curly, or kinky hair Give the
perfect shampoo Judge the texture, strength, and health of hair Handle bangs,
layers, and sliced hair Use a blow dryer, curling iron, and flat iron Pump up the
volume and fight the frizzies Win your family’s and friends’ haircutting trust
Featuring detailed illustrations and model shots, tips on maintaining your own
haircut between salon appointments, and special advice on cutting children’s
hair, Haircutting For Dummies will have you achieving salon- or barbershopquality results on all types of hair!
This book contains over 40 fashionable hairstyles each with step-by-step picture
instructions. With the book comes a password to view the how-to videos. There
are also pages of haircare tips, how to grow out healthy hair and how to keep
healthy hair.
Celebrity culture surrounds us. We are inundated with information about actors
and actresses, athletes, musicians, and others who have become famous or
infamous. Although we never will likely meet or get to know them, our interest in
them seems boundless. We are literally obsessed with being entertained as well
as with the people who entertain us. Who our celebrities are has also shifted; in
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the past, celebrity status was bestowed on men and women of great
accomplishment, those who had given the world something to be proud of and to
celebrate. Conversely, today’s celebrities are generally people involved in
entertainment—from TV newscasters to people who appear on reality television
programs, as well as some who are simply famous for being famous. What
remains an enigma is why we, as a society, are so infatuated with being
entertained, as well as with those who entertain us and appear in the media. This
book makes sense of this spectacle by explaining the reasons for this obsession
from a psychological, social, and historical perspective. It suggests that we have
become addicted in much the same way that a person becomes addicted to
drugs or alcohol. Finally, the author offers his observations on how to free our
minds from this captivation. Anyone interested in understanding more about our
need to live vicariously through the rich and famous will find answers in this book.
Welcome back to chez Bertinelli, where life is as crazy and comical as ever. In
revealing talks with her longtime boyfriend, Tom, Valerie gets even more
personal about her inner worries: her maternal anxieties about her son, Wolfie
(he's fallen in love and, as she writes, "getting your sex talk from Eddie Van
Halen wasn't recommended in any of the parenting books I read"); the challenges
of dealing with a blended family; her mother's own new diet adventure; and a
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craving for a deeper relationship with a Higher Power ("I have experienced days
of inner peace and connectedness with a larger spirit -- twice," she writes. "Why
not more often?"). And as if these everyday challenges weren't enough, Valerie is
work-ing to maintain her own very public weight loss. She even gets to thinking
she might kick it up a notch, shed more weight and get so buff she can wear a
bikini -- in public. In this new, inspiring memoir from the beloved actress and
author of the bestseller Losing It, Valerie tells the story of what happens after you
change your life. It's not all peaches and cream, or even non-fat yogurt. In
Finding It, Valerie comes face-to-face with hard questions of family, faith, and
beachwear, and realizes that she's hungering for another transfor-mation -- to
become better, not just thinner. Forget the scale; the real change is happening
inside, and Valerie realizes that this is the part of dieting that no one ever talks
about -- the reality of keeping the pounds off. Dieting fixes one problem, she
discovers, but to maintain that weight loss, she has to work on everything else -all the reasons she got fat in the first place.Warm and friendly, honest and selfaware -- like a talk with your BFF -- Finding It tells of the common worries and
frustrations, the funny and fabulous moments in Valerie's publicly private life.
Humorous and humble, it is also the emotional story of family and the deep
bonds and patterns that persist through generations: for as Valerie transitions to
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her latest role of motherhood with an increasingly independent son, she connects
with her own mother in a profound new way. With the same winning wit and
candor that touched several generations of fans in Losing It, Finding It is an
optimistic story for trying times. It's about believing in love and happiness, having
faith that both are possible, and finding out that God does want you to enjoy life's
desserts -- even when you're on a diet.
With more than 2.5 million weddings per year in the U.S., this guide is an
absolute necessity when it comes to answering not only customary etiquette
questions, but also the thornier, more modern problems that today's brides face.
Bridal Guide is the #1 bridal magazine for female readers 18-34. The As a
foremost expert on all things wedding-related, the editor-in-chief of the magazine
-- and the author of this book! -- has appeared on Good Morning America, the
Today show, and E! Style, among others. This guide is committed to helping you
find bridal market promotions, including launch parties, tie-ins with advertisers,
contests, and bridal fashion shows. This is the third book in Bridal Guide's
wedding series. For more from Diane Forden, check out How to Plan the Perfect
Wedding...Without Going Broke! and How to Choose the Perfect Wedding Gown.
A guide to creating salon-quality hairstyles offers step-by-step instructions for
everything from simple styles to braiding, curling, and elegant up-dos.
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A London graphic designer is suddenly forced to take over his South Asian
family’s convenience store in this “hugely enjoyable” novel (The Sunday
Express). “Sathnam Sanghera’s witty first novel chronicles three generations of
a Punjabi Indian family in England. After his father dies, Arjan Banga, a graphic
designer in London, returns to the dreary West Midlands to help run the family
convenience store. The move causes tension with his white fiancée, Freya,
whom his mother regards with passive-aggressive disapproval. Arjan must
explain to customers that ‘as a Sikh I was not expected to marry my cousin or
join Al Qaeda’ and smile politely at their interpretations of his name (‘Mind if I
call you Andy?’). Torn between familial duty and the freedom he enjoys in
London, he gains unlikely clarity from his dimwitted friend Ranjit—a pot-smoking
devotee of Steven Seagal movies, Xbox and hip-hop. Arjan’s woes are comic,
but the novel’s depth is evident as it sheds light on the economic and political
struggles of immigrants.” —The New York Times From an author whose work has
been shortlisted for Costa and PEN Awards, this novel about a man trapped
between British and Punjabi culture is “filled with details of the lives of Sikhs from
the late ’60s to the riots of 2011. The divisions within the Sikh population are
poignantly and comically captured in the protests against the Wolverhampton
Transport Department’s ban on turbans” (Los Angeles Review of Books).
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“Sanghera’s precise, hilarious rendition of voices and cultural details is the
signal pleasure of a novel rich in humor, history, and heart.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred review)
Hair braiding is getting hotter by the day, and the evolution of styles has grown
just as rapidly. The New Braiding Handbook offers you an impressive array of
easy-to-re-create, beautiful, and versatile looks that are as appropriate for
elegant formal events as they are practical for casual, everyday wear. With stepby-step photos and detailed instructions for creating trendy knots, chic twists, and
playful plaits, The New Braiding Handbook teaches imaginative and intricate
hairstyling like you've never seen before. Fifty looks to choose from guarantee a
braid for every occasion (or no occasion at all). Along with amazing styles and
easy-to-follow tutorials, there are also tons of tips for eliminating split ends,
bulking up limp locks, growing out a short ’do, and getting a full, healthy, shiny
head of hair straight from the pages of a magazine.
Anna got the courage to tell her crush she liked him...and found out he didn't like
her back! Elise accidentally spilled her BFF’s secret. Everyone gets caught
sometimes in life’s sticky situations. Luckily, the writers and editors of Discovery
Girls magazine know exactly how to handle that crush and or angry BFF! In
Sticky Situations…and How to Get Through Them, tween girls will learn how to get
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unstuck from these and many other sticky situations. Like when Christy made a
total fool of herself onstage…or when Lisa’s parents didn’t like her new friend.
Girls who read this book will learn how to handle being cornered by a mean dog,
getting stranded at the mall, and much, much more! By the last page, they'll be
ready to deal with anything!
This essential resource for little girls and their parents features 50 fun styles to
wear to school, parties, and playdates. Each style is accompanied by chic
photography, easy-to-follow illustrations, and cross-references to other similar
styles to try. This comprehensive guide also includes tips for junior hair care and
advice on accessories such as clips and ribbons. From a Minnie Mouse bun for a
themed birthday party to a French braid perfect for trampolining with friends,
Braids & Buns, Ponies & Pigtails includes all the information parents need to
create pretty styles any little girl will love.
Provides step-by-step instructions for creating a variety of hairstyles for any
occasion and offers helpful hints and a list of essential supplies.
Booth Renting 101: A Guide for the Independent Stylist is a must-have guide for
booth renters looking to start and successfully run a booth rental business. Acting
as a roadmap, this book includes best practices in finance, operations and
marketing, from choosing a business structure to creating a retirement plan, and
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everything in between. Packed with exercises, helpful tips, resources and forms,
this guide will provide the necessary tools to not only help someone become a
successful booth renter but to build an independent business that fits their
lifestyle. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The art of wig making and wig dressing has been practised for centuries, and
continues to be an exciting and essential part of costume production for theatre
and film. With style inspiration ranging from the seventeenth to the twentieth
century, A Practical Guide to Wig Making and Wig Dressing is a comprehensive
introduction to the knowledge and techniques required to produce beautiful,
durable and historical hairstyles able to withstand the demands of performance.
Featuring over 700 photographs, this book offers detailed step-by-step
instructions on how to make a wig, how to dress it according to time period, and
how to fit and remove it, as well as advice on tools, products and suppliers. The
work of current industry practitioners is showcased throughout the book, offering
key insights into career pathways and professional styling gained from a wealth
of experience. Additional material includes: a history of the use and development
of wigs: examples of wig foundation making and wig knotting: an introduction to
facial hair making and dressing; how to make hairpieces sets and dressing for
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male and female Superbly illustrated with 727 colour photographs and 20 line
artworks. Melanie Bouvet is the Wigs and Make-up Co-ordinator of new
productions for the Royal Ballet.
From elaborate “up-dos” to casual braids, inspirational hairstyles continue to
populate fashion blogs, Pinterest boards, and style magazines everywhere.
However, this popularity belies a gaping lack of consolidated and authoritative
advice on the techniques required to create these styles, and so the Hair Style
Directory presents a comprehensive resource that identifies the unique
characteristics, limitations, and practical techniques to create over 80 hairstyles.
Covering classic as well as modern hairstyles and everything from a simple
wrapped ponytail to a complex fishtail chignon, this book offers useful facts,
invaluable advice, and a wealth of contemporary visual inspiration to help readers
understand the challenges and possibilities that each hairstyle offers. The Hair
Style Directory is aimed at the many people out there who love to experiment
with their hair and are either on the look-out for new styles or wish to find
inspiration to play with and embellish styles they already know and love.
Directory entries enable the reader to choose what style is most appropriate for
the occasion, their available time, hair length, and hair type, also indicating how
time consuming or difficult the style is to put together. The accompanying step-byPage 14/21
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step tutorials then give the reader the instructions they need to replicate that
style. Finally, a reference section at the end of the book offers resourceful
information on useful tools and equipment as well as courses and further
education for those who would like to take hairstyling to a more professional
level.
If you crave a return to wholesome romance without the questionable subject matter and
profanity, then this is just the ticket for you. Prepare to be entertained by this thought-provoking
and faith centered novel. It reminds us that God's strength is all that we will ever need.
There was something very special and beautiful about women in the early- to mid-20th century.
The way they dressed was elegant and the way they wore their hair was feminine. This book
shows how to create so many of those hairstyles by taking hairstyles from the 1930s, 40s, 50s,
and 60s and breaking them down into simple, easy-to-follow instructions. It uses brand new
photographs and detailed directions. Not only a manual, it is also fun to read. The Finished
Styles chapter of the book contains coffee table book quality images of models with their
finished hairstyles. Sprinkled in introductions and throughout the book are interesting facts
about the history of hairstyling, origins of styles, and information about starlets and performers
who made the styles popular.
With the average cost of weddings today at over $20,000, it’s no wonder that today’s savvy,
budget-conscious brides are looking for deals to get the wedding of their dreams at a fraction
of the cost. But in today’s world where extreme couponing and the number of wedding
sweepstakes competitions is on the rise, for the modern bride, discounts and bargains are
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simply not enough. For these brides, only free will do. Enter The Bride's Guide to Freebies, the
book that shares insider secrets on how to potentially get thousands of dollars worth of
merchandise and products for your wedding for free. No, this is not a book of suggested
bargains and discounts. Rather, this book provides freebie-finding strategies on everything
from the dress to the food to the entertainment, information on what to say (and not say) to
score lots of swag, and how to foster positive relationships with vendors that result in
spectacular add-ins. And each and every tip and strategy featured in the book is designed to
give the budget-conscious bride the ultimate payoff: lots of wedding goods and extras… for
absolutely zero money.
Everything you need to know to create salon-quality looks, illustrated with 950 fantastic
photographs.
Provides advice on taking care of different types of hair, instructions for a variety of hairstyles,
and suggestions for all kinds of hair accessories.
The 1940s were exciting times for women, heralding new looks and, crucially, new hair styles.
Vintage Hair Styles of the 1940s provides a complete guide to those hair styles. It takes a stepby-step approach to demonstrate how to achieve the styles for yourself or for your clients at
home, in a salon or in the studio. More than thirty of the most common styles of the decade are
illustrated with over 1,000 colour photographs and diagrams. It also charts the history of 1940s
hair fashion and provides guidance on how best to achieve vintage looks for those wishing to
re-enact, model or wear the classic styles of the era. Includes thirty step-by-step hair tutorials,
and covers heat setting and wet setting with twenty pin-curl patterns. With further information
on modern and traditional methods, troubleshooting, tips and tricks and a hair accessories
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guide this is the complete guide to recreating authentic hair styles of the 1940s. For vintage
enthusiasts, students of hair and fashion, theatre designers and those looking to re-create the
styles of the era. Superbly illustrated with over 1000 colour phtoographs and diagrams.
THE TRUTH CAN MAKE YOU SLIM! Thousands of people are discovering what islanders
have known for centuries: coconut oil has amazing health and weight loss benefits. Rich in
healthy fats that boost your metabolism, curb cravings, and keep hunger at bay, coconut oil
makes most weight loss programs-even low-carbohydrate diets-more efficient. Now you can
lose weight and boost your health by adding this secret ingredient to the foods you already
love. ADD A SMALL AMOUNT OF COCONUT OIL TO YOUR DIET AND WATCH THE
POUNDS MELT AWAY With an exciting 21-day weight loss program, simple meal plans, and
more than 70 delicious, satisfying recipes, THE COCONUT DIET can help you drop those
extra pounds. You'll feel better, look better, and be able to maintain your new weight with ease.
No other diet delivers as much as... THE COCONUT DIET.
Master Iconic 18th Century Hair and Makeup Techniques Ever wondered how Marie Antoinette
achieved her sky-high hairstyle or how women in the 1700s created their voluminous frizz
hairdos? The American Duchess Guide to 18th Century Beauty answers all your Georgian
beauty questions—and teaches you all you need to know to recreate the styles yourself. Learn
how to whip up your own pomatum and hair powder and correctly use them to take your ’dos
to the next level. From there, dive into the world of buckles, hair cushions and papillote papers
with historically accurate hairstyles straight from the 1700s. And top all your hair masterpieces
with millinery from the time period, from a French night cap to a silk bonnet to a simple, elegant
chiffonet. With Lauren and Abby’s step-by-step instructions and insightful commentary, this
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must-have guide is sure to find a permanent place on the shelves of all 18th century beauty
enthusiasts.

OUR DEAR YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN, we have great confidence in you.
You are beloved sons and daughters of God and He is mindful of you. You have come
to earth at a time of great opportunities and also of great challenges. The standards in
this booklet will help you with the important choices you are making now and will yet
make in the future. We promise that as you keep the covenants you have made and
these standards, you will be blessed with the companionship of the Holy Ghost, your
faith and testimony will grow stronger, and you will enjoy increasing happiness.
From the finger waves of the romantic 1910s to the beehive of the rebellious 1960s,
retro hair has made a comeback. Vintage Hairstyles presents all the tools, techniques,
and step-by-step instructions needed to achieve eye-catching looks for every occasion.
Trendsetters, hairstylists, and fashionistas will love creating elegant updos for special
events or playful curls for everyday excursions. Featuring a history of beauty trends by
the decades, a list of must-have hair products, and projects for making chic hair
accessories, Vintage Hairstyles showcases classic beauty with a fresh twist.
The experts at Entrepreneur provide a two-part guide to success. First, learn how you
can make money while making people look good with your own hair salon and day spa.
Then, master the fundamentals of business startup including defining your business
structure, funding, staffing and more. This kit includes: • Essential industry-specific
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startup essentials including industry trends, best practices, important resources,
possible pitfalls, marketing musts, and more • Entrepreneur Editors’ Start Your Own
Business, a guide to starting any business and surviving the first three years •
Interviews and advice from successful entrepreneurs in the industry • Worksheets,
brainstorming sections, and checklists • Entrepreneur's Startup Resource Kit
(downloadable) More about Entrepreneur’s Startup Resource Kit Every small business
is unique. Therefore, it’s essential to have tools that are customizable depending on
your business’s needs. That’s why with Entrepreneur is also offering you access to
our Startup Resource Kit. Get instant access to thousands of business letters, sales
letters, sample documents and more – all at your fingertips! You’ll find the following:
The Small Business Legal Toolkit When your business dreams go from idea to reality,
you’re suddenly faced with laws and regulations governing nearly every move you
make. Learn how to stay in compliance and protect your business from legal action. In
this essential toolkit, you’ll get answers to the “how do I get started?” questions every
business owner faces along with a thorough understanding of the legal and tax
requirements of your business. Sample Business Letters 1000+ customizable business
letters covering each type of written business communication you’re likely to encounter
as you communicate with customers, suppliers, employees, and others. Plus a
complete guide to business communication that covers every question you may have
about developing your own business communication style. Sample Sales Letters The
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experts at Entrepreneur have compiled more than 1000 of the most effective sales
letters covering introductions, prospecting, setting up appointments, cover letters,
proposal letters, the all-important follow-up letter and letters covering all aspects of
sales operations to help you make the sale, generate new customers and huge profits.
Gives advice on selecting skin care products and makeup, and tells how to plan a skin
care routine to handle individual problems
A complete guide to recreating authentic hair styles of the 1940s—with 1,000 color
photographs and step-by-step instructions The 1940s were exciting times for women,
heralding new looks and, crucially, new hair styles. This book provides a complete
guide to those hair styles. It takes a step-by-step approach to demonstrate how to
achieve the styles for yourself or for your clients at home, in a salon, or in the studio.
More than 30 of the most common styles are illustrated with 1,000 color photographs. It
also charts the history of 1940s hair fashion, and provides guidance on how best to
achieve vintage looks for those wishing to re-enact, model, or wear the classic styles of
the era. Included are both modern and traditional methods to achieving the hairstyle
you pick, as well as troubleshooting tips and tricks. There is also a guide to hair
accessories, make-up, and nails, which will help complete your look.
Aspiring entrepreneurs learn the ins and outs of starting their own successful business
in one of today's hottest industries: beauty. From laying the groundwork for starting a
small business and establishing themselves in the marketplace to holding their grand
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opening and developing service policies, this step-by-step guide takes beauty
enthusiasts from big-picture plans to day-to-day dealings at their new spa and salon.
Soon-to-be business owners also get an insider's perspective from beauty industry
practitioners and experts who offer tips, advice, examples, and even their contact
information to add to the many resources provided.
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